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ABSTRACT
The search for relevant information can be very frustrating
for users who, unintentionally, use too general or inappro-
priate keywords to express their requests. To overcome this
situation, query expansion techniques aim at transforming
the user request by adding new terms, referred as expansion
features, that better describe the real intent of the users. We
propose a method that relies exclusively on relevant struc-
tures (as opposed to the use of semantics) found in knowl-
edge bases (KBs) to extract the expansion features. We call
our method Structural Query Expansion (SQE). The struc-
tural analysis of KBs takes us to propose a set of structural
motifs that connect their strongly related entries, which can
be used to extract expansion features. In this paper we use
Wikipedia as our KB, which is probably one of the largest
sources of information. SQE is capable of achieving more
than 150% improvement over non expanded queries and is
able to identify the expansion features in less than 0.2 sec-
onds in the worst case scenario. Most significantly, we be-
lieve that we are contributing to open new research direc-
tions in query expansion, proposing a method that is orthog-
onal to many current systems. For example, SQE improves
pseudo-relevance feedback techniques up to 13%.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a typical information retrieval scenario, users express
their needs of information with a set of keywords. However,
vocabulary mismatch between the keywords and the docu-
ments to be retrieved entails poor results that do not satisfy
the user needs [15]. Poor results also arise from the topic
inexperience of the users because they are not often familiar
with the vocabulary and use too general keywords.
Query expansion techniques aim at improving the results
achieved by the user request by means of introducing new
terms, commonly called expansion features. Thus, the
challenge is to select those expansion features that are ca-
pable of improving the results the most. A bad choice of
expansion features may be counterproductive. There are dif-
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ferent families of expansion techniques, which differ in the
way they acquire the expansion features. One such family
consists in using knowledge bases (KBs). To the best of our
knowledge, those rely on some kind of text analysis, such
as explicit semantic analysis [2], or are based on other ex-
isting query expansion techniques such as pseudo-relevance
feedback [3]. However, as we show here, the underlying net-
work structure of KBs has been barely exploited. In [10], we
presented a proof of concept in which we used the network
structure of a KB. Although we achieved good results, the
algorithms that we used were based on [17], which is a met-
ric designed for social network analysis and hence, it does
not exploit the particular KBs structures.
In this piece of work, we propose Structural Query Expan-
sion (SQE), a new query expansion strategy to exploit KBs
relying exclusively on the structural relationships among
data. For that purpose we present a structural analysis of
a KB, Wikipedia, and from this analysis we define a set of
structural motifs that are capable of identifying reliable ex-
pansion features. In other words, we show that it is not
necessary to use semantic analysis, but just to look at the
structure of KBs to obtain good expansion features.
1.1 General Overview
The goal of this paper is to improve a typical query ex-
pansion process. First, the system receives a user request,
which is the input of the system. Then, it identifies a set of
expansion features that better describe the user intent. Fi-
nally, it builds an expanded query that is used by the search
engine to retrieve the results.
In order to identify the expansion features, we use a KB.
KBs consist of a set of entries, each of which describes a sin-
gle concept, and that relate to each other forming a graph,
where the nodes represent the entries and the links their re-
lationships. In this paper we propose SQE, a novel approach
that relies exclusively on exploiting the structure of the KBs
graph with no need for analyzing their content in any way.
The proposed approach follows the pipeline depicted in
Figure 1. The Entity Linker receives the input, usually
expressed as a set of keywords. Then, it identifies the en-
tities, which are the real world concepts that appear in the
input. Finally, it matches these entities with nodes of the
KB graph. We refer to these nodes as the input nodes.
The Query Graph Expansion is in charge of selecting those
nodes of the KB graph that are tightly linked with the in-
put nodes. From a structural analysis of the KB graph, we
describe a set of structural motifs that allow deciding which
nodes to select. Out of those, we induce a subgraph, which
we name the Query Graph, that is a graph representation of
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Figure 1: Search process with Wikipedia query expansion.
the original user request. This is the main contribution of
this paper and it is described in detail in Section 2.
The query graph is used by the Query Builder to extract
the expansion features out of its nodes. Also, it builds
the expanded query with the input, the entities and the
expansion features. Then, the expanded query is issued to
the Search Engine that uses it to retrieve the results.
In the particular case of this paper, we use Wikipedia as
our KB. Wikipedia has two types of entries: Article and
Category. Articles are used to link the entities with the
input nodes because each describes a single topic. Articles
and categories form a network in which articles can link to
other articles and must belong to, at least, one category.
In addition, each category can belong to one or more gen-
eral categories. From the analysis of this network, we pro-
pose the structural motifs to create the query graphs. Fi-
nally, the expansion features are extracted out of the query
graph articles, in particular from their title, that accord-
ing to the Wikipedia’s edition rules, must be recognizable,
natural, precise, concise and consistent.
According to the conducted experiments, SQE is able to
obtain statistically significant improvements of more than
150% over the non-expanded queries. Moreover, SQE does
not incur in a relevant overhead, by running in the order of
a few tenths of a second at most.
SQE is orthogonal to many other existing techniques. For
example, in Section 4 we show that combining SQE with
pseudo-relevance feedback achieves 13.68% improvement in
the quality of the results. We believe that we are contribut-
ing to open new research directions that consist in under-
standing and exploiting the particular structures that char-
acterize KBs in order to extract relevant expansion features,
which can be potentially combined with other strategies.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We open new research directions consisting in exploit-
ing the structure of KBs to identify structural motifs
that allow connecting semantically related entries.
• We use Wikipedia as our KB, we analyze its structure
and identify its relevant structural motifs.
• We propose SQE, which is orthogonal to existing strate-
gies and it is executed in sub-second times, which are
not a burden for the search process.
• We test the capabilities of SQE with three different
datasets: Image CLEF 2011, CHiC CLEF 2012 and
CHiC CLEF 2013 and validate the results with statis-
tical significance analysis.
Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we propose SQE from the analysis of the particular struc-
tures of Wikipedia. In Section 3, we give details about the
Entity Linker, the Query Builder and the Search Engine as
well as other details to understand the experiments. In Sec-
tion 4, we show the results achieved by SQE. In Section 5 we
summarize the state of the art regarding query expansion,
and we contextualize our work in it. Finally, in Section 6,
we conclude and outline our future work.
2. STRUCTURAL QUERY EXPANSION
As a starting point for the work in this paper we take [11],
where we use an information retrieval dataset, Image CLEF,
to create a ground truth. For that purpose, for each Image
CLEF request we extract the entities of its valid documents
and match them with the articles in Wikipedia. From this,
we induce the ground truth query graphs. Then, we analyze
the query graphs in order to identify the relevant structures
that relate the original input nodes to the set of articles that
are good to extract reliable expansion features. In the rest
of this section, we elaborate on these concepts to motivate
the proposal of SQE based on query graphs.
2.1 Wikipedia Structure Analysis
From the analysis of the query graphs, we have learned
that, in general, they are disconnected graphs composed by
a moderately large connected component. Also, that the
largest connected component, and thus the one that pro-
vides more expansion features, contains, in general, all the
input nodes for the ground truth query graph. This sup-
ports the strategy of using the Entity Linker to identify the
input nodes, and then build the query graphs and also that
Wikipedia encodes, in its structure, the information to select
reliable expansion features. Finally, we have observed that
the number of expansion features introduced is very variable,
it goes from 0 to 176. This result means that we cannot es-
tablish a unique and good number of expansion features as
it depends on the particular nature of each query.
When we turn to analyze the relationship between the
input nodes and the articles in the query graphs, we observe
that cycles are very relevant to explain the structure. In
this case, cycles are defined as a closed sequence of nodes,
either articles or categories, with at least one edge among
each pair of consecutive nodes. The goal of our research is
to identify a set of characteristics of the cycles (length, ratio
of articles and categories and density of edges) that allow us
to identify the articles in those query graphs.
Concerning the length of the cycles, we evaluate the preci-
sion achieved by using the expansion features extracted out
of the articles reachable through cycles of length, 2, 3, 4 and
5 isolated from the rest of the nodes of query graphs. In Ta-
ble 1, we summarize those results. We realize that, broadly
speaking, the precision achieved are comparable to the best
results obtained in the Image CLEF 2011 conference [20].
The conference overview only publishes the results for P@10
and P@15, which are 0.632. and 0.510 respectively. How-
ever, these results were achieved combining textual and vi-
sual analysis techniques, using the three languages in which
the metadata of the documents are written (we only use
English), and exploiting feedback relevance techniques.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of cycles of length 2, 3, 4 and 5.
In Figure 2a, we show the contribution of the cycles de-
pending on their length. We see that the cycles that con-
tribute the most are those with length equal to 2. However,
we count that, in average, the query graphs only contain
1.56 cycles of this length. This can be caused either because
a) Wikipedia does not contain a large amount of such cycles
or because b) the cycles of length 2 are not always reliable,
as otherwise they would appear more frequently in the query
graphs. However, according to our experiments, among all
pairs of Wikipedia articles that are connected, 11.47% form
a cycle of length 2, meaning that this structure is not so
infrequent. Then, we must assume the hypothesis that the
cycles of length 2 that contribute significantly to the quality
of the results are scarce. On the other hand, cycles of length
3, 4 and 5 contribute less, compared to those of length 2,
but appear more frequently, which encourages us to focus
on this type of structures.
Cycle Size Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 Top 15
2 0.826 0.539 0.539 0.552
3 0.833 0.578 0.519 0.513
4 0.703 0.589 0.541 0.494
5 0.788 0.624 0.588 0.547
Table 1: Average precision of using expansion features of
different configurations of cycle lengths.
Regarding the observed proportion of articles and cate-
gories, in Figure 2b we show the percentage of categories
per cycle length. In general, we see that independently of
the cycle length, a third of the nodes are categories, though
there is a slightly increasing slope as the length increases.
This fact, points out the importance of the category nodes,
since those nodes are maintaining the cycles within a sin-
gle or very related domain of knowledge. This observation
may also justify the scarcity of cycles of length 2, given that
cycles of this particular length are always composed by 2
articles, that may belong to very distant domains.
Finally, in Figure 2c we show the average density of extra
edges with respect to the length of the cycles. We define
the density of extra edges as the amount of edges minus the
minimum required amount of edges to create a cycle divided
by the maximum amount of possible edges of the cycle (re-
member that two consecutive nodes can be connected by two
edges). From Figures 2a and 2c, we can see a correlation
between denser cycles and those that contribute more.
(a) Triangular motif. (b) Square motif.
Figure 3: Expansion motifs.
Summarizing the characteristics that let us differentiate
good from bad cycles, we consent that:
• Cycles of length 2 are not reliable.
• Cycles of length 3, 4 and 5 are to be trusted to reach
articles that are strongly related with the input nodes.
• Around a third of the nodes of cycles have to be cat-
egories. This ratio is expected to increase beyond the
cycles of length 5.
• The expansion features obtained through the articles
of dense cycles are capable of leading to better results.
2.2 Query Graph Expansion
Given the pipeline depicted in Figure 1, at this point of the
process, the requests of the users are represented as a set of
articles, the input nodes. Given the input nodes, the goal of
this module is to select, among the Wikipedia nodes, those
articles that allow constructing query graphs that are similar
to the ground truth ones, which were previously described.
Based on these characteristics we propose the motifs de-
picted in Figures 3a and 3b, which are based on cycles of
length 3 and 4 respectively. The motif depicted in Figure 3a
is called, from now on, triangular motif, while the one
depicted in Figure 3b is called square motif. In the fig-
ures, the square nodes are categories, while round nodes are
articles. The black round node is an input node, while the
white round node is article A, a new article selected as it
forms a motif with the input node, and therefore, a node of
the resulting query graph.
In the triangular motif we force the input node to be dou-
bly linked with article A. That means that the input node
(a) Triangular motif
on request 93.
(b) Square motif
on request 73.
Figure 4: Expansion motifs in action for Image CLEF re-
quests.
actually links, in Wikipedia, to A, and A links, reciprocally,
to the input node. Moreover, article A must belong to, at
least, the same exact categories as the input node. This
structure guarantees a strong relation between the input
node and article A. In the square motif of Figure 3b, the
input node and article A must be also doubly linked. How-
ever, compared to the triangular motif, it is just required
that at least one of the categories of the input node is in-
side one of the categories of A, or vice versa (depicted with
a dashed arrow in Figure 3b). This pattern still guaran-
tees a strong relation between the input node and article A,
but is not as restrictive as the one represented in Figure 3a.
Both patterns are chosen because they make sense from an
intuitive point of view. It is expected that doubly linked
articles that are also connected through categories, are also
close semantically (although the system has not done any
kind of semantic analysis), and the title of one can serve as
expansion feature of the other. Also because these cycles
fulfill the edge density and ratio of categories requirements.
To decide the length of the cycles that we base the motifs
on, we ignore those of length 2, as they resulted not to be
trustful to identify strongly related articles. Larger cycles,
as those with a length larger or equal to 5, have been also
avoided for performance reasons. The traversal of larger cy-
cles expands too much the search space in Wikipedia, and
would make it difficult to identify them in a reasonable time
for query expansion processes. Even though performance is
not the main goal of this piece of work, SQE has always been
designed with feasibility in mind.
The simplicity and efficiency of SQE consists in, given the
input nodes as a starting point, identify all the nodes of the
Wikipedia graph that are part of a motif and add them to
the query graph. For each article that we add in a query
graph, we annotate the number of motifs in which it has
appeared. Note that the query graphs can be done using
triangular, square or using both types of motifs at the same
time. In Section 4 we analyze the benefits of using of each
type of motif in different circumstances.
In Figure 4a we show an example of a triangular motif
that adds an article to the query graph of the Image CLEF
request number 93, whose input is “cable cars”. Thanks to
the motif, the article funicular, that is a similar transport
system, becomes a part of the query graph. Similarly, in
Figure 4b, for request number 73, whose input is “graffiti
street art on walls”, the square motif introduces in its query
graph the article Banksy, who is a famous graffiti artist.
Figure 5: Combining several query graphs pipeline.
2.3 Combining Query Graphs
According to the analysis presented in [11], cycles of dif-
ferent lengths may favor better precision for small amounts
of results, while other, for larger amount of results. There-
fore, it is expected that, depending on the motif used to
create the query graph, the titles of its articles serve bet-
ter as expansion features for small or large tops of retrieved
documents.
For that purpose we have implemented the pipeline de-
picted in Figure 5. This pipeline allows configuring the sys-
tem in a way that, first, it creates several query graphs with
different configurations, for example one using the triangular
motif, another using the square motif and yet another one
using a combination of both types of motifs. Then, using
each of these query graphs, in combination with the input
and the entities (not depicted in the figure) the system cre-
ates a query, as described in detail in Section 3. Then each
of these queries is run by the search engine which returns a
set of documents. Finally, the documents are combined into
a single list of documents that is returned to the user as the
result to his/her request.
In Section 4, we study the performance, in terms of the
quality of the results, but also in terms of the execution
time of this proposal and also we discuss the proper way to
combine the several sets of results into a single one.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we detail the whole system which is neces-
sary to better comprehend the experimental results.
Entity Linker
Entity linking consists in identifying the entities of a text
and link them with a source of knowledge. In our case, it
consists in identifying the entities in the input, a set of key-
words, and link them with the input nodes. Although entity
linking is not the focus of this paper, we explain it for the
sake of clarity and due its importance for the overall process.
The Entity Linker is based on two different libraries: Dex-
ter [4] and Alchemy[1]. Dexter is an open source project that
actually recognizes entities in a given text and links them
with Wikipedia articles. On the other hand, Alchemy is a
proprietary software which recognizes also entities but does
not link them with Wikipedia. Both libraries have been
tuned to extract entities from keyword-like texts, which are
2.4 terms long in average [21].
Since Dexter is capable of recognizing the entities and link
them with Wikipedia, which is the goal of this module, it
is the first library that we use. Only if Dexter is not able
to find any matching entry, we use Alchemy. In that case,
once Alchemy returns the set of entities, we use Dexter again
Request ID Input Input Nodes
73 graffiti street art on walls
Graffiti
Street art
93 cable car Cable car
96 shaking hands Shake
110 male color portrait
Table 2: Entity linking on Image CLEF queries1.
to process one by one and link them with Wikipedia. We
have observed, that preprocessing the input with Alchemy
and then using Dexter, allows Dexter to retrieve input nodes
that it could not find with just the input text.
In Table 2 we provide a few examples of inputs and the
results of the entity linking process. We observe that for the
request number 73 and 93 of Image CLEF the process works
properly and returns two and one input nodes respectively,
all of them referring to correct entities within the input.
However, for the input of the request number 96, the process
retrieves an input node which does not refer to the correct
entity of the input. Instead of linking the entity shaking
hands with the article Handshake, it links it with the article
Shake, which is a disambiguation page. Finally, we see that
the entity linker module its not able to retrieve anything
for the input of the request number 110. It is difficult for
us to understand the reasons behind these mistakes, since
the entity linking is carried on by Dexter. In case of not
returning entities, the pipeline is stopped and the system
cannot look for expansion features However, according to
our experiments this is very rare.
Query Builder & Search Engine
Technically, we should differentiate between the request
of the users, in the form of a set of keywords, from the set
of “instructions” that the search engine is capable of under-
standing and processing. To the latter we call it query. The
goal of the query builder is precisely to build a query that
is actually understandable by the search engine.
For this paper we have used Indri [19] as the search en-
gine that processes the query. Indri is a state of the art
open-source search engine that provides phrase matching,
term proximity, explicit phrase weighting and the usage of
pseudo-relevance techniques. Indri language consists of sev-
eral operators that we use to assemble the different elements
that form the queries:
• combine: indicates that the different elements have to
be weighted equally and combined in an “or” fashion
within the search engine.
• weight: allows specifying a different weight for each of
the elements.
• #N: ordered window – elements must appear ordered,
with at most N-1 elements between each. #1 indicates
exact phrase matching.
At this point of the pipeline depicted in Figure 1, the
intent of the user is described by: i) her/his input, which
is written in natural language, as a set of keywords, ii) the
input nodes and iii) the query graph. In order to build
1Real Wikipedia pages can be visited Wikipedia adding the
prefix https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ to the input node.
01:#ca#combine(
02:#ca#combine(%input
03:#ca#combine(#combine(graffiti street art on walls)
04:#ca#combine(%entities
05:#ca#combine(#combine(#1(graffiti) #1(street art))
06:#ca#combine(%expansion features
07:#ca#combine(#weight(
08:#ca#combine(#weight(5.0#1(stencil)aai5.0#1(yarn bombing)
09:#ca#combine(#weight(4.0#1(above (artist)) 3.0#1(banksy)
10:#ca#combine(#weight(3.0#1(john fekner)a3.0#1(urban art)
11:#ca#combine(#weight(3.0#1(public art) . . .
12:#ca#combine(#weight)
13:#ca#combine)
Query 1: Expanded query written with the Indri language.
a query that Indri can understand, we treat each of these
components in a different way.
The input keywords are assembled with the combine oper-
ator. To process the input nodes we use their corresponding
article titles. Each title is assembled with the phrase match-
ing operator #1. Then, titles are assembled, again, with the
combine operator. In order to process the query graph, we
only use the articles and discard the categories. Articles
are processed in the same way as input nodes, via phrase
matching, but they are assembled together with the weight
operator. The weight of each title is the number of motifs
in which it has appeared and that we annotated during the
query graph creation process. Notice that this means that
we are also exploiting the structural properties to build the
query. These three elements can be used isolated or com-
bined into a single query by means of the combine operator.
Let us use a syntax sugar to refer to the queries that we
may send to the search engine. We call input, entities, and
expansion features to the Indri-formated input, titles of the
input nodes and titles of the articles of the query graph,
respectively. When we combine all these components into a
single query, we talk about the expanded query.
In Query 1, we show part of a query written in Indri that
combines the three components. The input is in the third
line, the entities are in the fifth line and the expansion fea-
tures are from the seventh line on. Note that the expansion
features are weighted according to what we explained, thus,
stencil and yarn bombing have appeared in five motifs,
above (artist) in four and the rest of the expansion fea-
tures are the titles of articles that have appeared in 3 motifs.
In Section 4 we analyze the best way to combine those three
components in order to achieve the best results.
Datasets
For the evaluation of SQE we use three datasets:
Image CLEF: This is a multimedia retrieval dataset. The
collection of results contains 237,434 images downloaded from
Wikipedia, which have short descriptions as metadata. Ap-
proximately, 60% of these descriptions contain texts in En-
glish. The test collection also provides fifty requests. Each
of which consists of an input in the form of a set of keywords,
a brief description in natural language, and a set of relevant
images in the test collection. This dataset has been used
during the implementation of the query expansion system.
CHiC 2012 & CHiC 2013: These datasets are based on
cultural heritage retrieval. Both datasets shared the collec-
tion of results, which contains 1,107,176 short documents.
P@5 P@10 P @15 P@20 P@30 P@100 P@200 P@500 P@1000
input 0.136 0.130 0.121 0.112 0.089 0.035 0.018 0.007 0.003
entities 0.248 0.226 0.220 0.213 0.197 0.125 0.077 0.038 0.020
input+
entities
0.244 0.220 0.213 0.210 0.195 0.127 0.081 0.040 0.021
expanded
query 1
0.456† 0.402† 0.384† 0.349† 0.282† 0.147† 0.0859† 0.040† 0.020†
expanded
query 2
0.448† 0.414† 0.400† 0.379† 0.315† 0.171† 0.102† 0.048† 0.025†
expanded
query 3
0.444† 0.402† 0.387† 0.362† 0.301† 0.164† 0.104† 0.051† 0.027†
Upper bound
Cycles length 3
0.578 0.519 0.513 0.415 0.339 0.163 0.095 0.042 0.023
Upper bound
Cycles length 4
0.589 0.541 0.494 0.485 0.382 0.188 0.117 0.054 0.028
Table 3: Precision obtained by different configurations at
different levels of precision. † indicates statistically signifi-
cant improvement for the Image CLEF dataset.
Each dataset provides a set of fifty requests and their corre-
sponding valid results. These datasets have been only used
for experimental reasons, and never during the implementa-
tion of the system to avoid overfitting.
Wikipedia Dump & Graph Database Manager
We use the English Wikipedia dump of July 2nd, 2012 as
our KB. It has 9,483,031 articles and 99,675,360 links among
articles, 1,320,671 categories, 3,795,869 links among cate-
gories and 41,490,074 links among articles and categories.
We use Sparksee [14] as our graph database manager. The
database requires about 8GB in disk. Notice that for each
article we only store its title because we do not need the
content of the article to apply SQE.
Evaluation
To evaluate the results we use TrecEval, which is a pro-
gram to evaluate TREC results using the standard NIST
evaluation procedure. This is possible because CLEF datasets
are TREC compatible. We focus on the analysis of the sys-
tem’s precision for the top 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 100, 200, 500 and
1000 results, which are the default tops in TrecEval. Notice
that the precision of the results is defined as the fraction of
retrieved documents that are relevant to the user.
To show the statistical significance of SQE, with p<0,05,
we have done the paired t-test, which is used to compare
two population means, usually in ’before-after’ studies. For
the tests we have used as the ’before’ situation the best con-
figuration among the input, issued by the user, the entities,
or the combination of both the input and the entities.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Query Graph Expansion Evaluation
We start analyzing the potential of the query graphs to
improve the results. For this reason, we have isolated the
query graph expansion module from the entity linker mod-
ule, since the later could introduce errors that would prop-
agate and, hence, it would make it difficult to understand
the real benefit of using our proposed strategy. For that
purpose, we have selected manually the input nodes of the
entities in the input.
For these experiments, we focus on the Image CLEF dataset,
since it is the dataset that was used in the analysis of [11],
and that for which we have the ground truth. As baselines
we use the input, which is the text issued by the user, the
entities, whose input nodes have been manually selected
and the input + entities. Then, we study the results
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Figure 6: Percentual improvement over the maximum of
input, entities and input + entities.
achieved using three different ways of creating the expanded
query (input + entities + expanded features) that dif-
fer in the way of creating the query graph, out of which the
expansion features are extracted. In the expanded query 1,
the triangular motif is used, in the expanded query 2 both
the triangular and the square motifs are used to create the
query graph and in the expanded query 3 only the square
motif is used. We also compare our current results with
those obtained in [11], which we use as an upper bound as
they were achieved using a ground truth query graph (Upper
bound Cycles length 3 and Upper bound Cycles length
4).
In Table 3, we see that the three query expansion config-
urations improve, with statistical significance, the precision
achieved either for the input, the entities or the combination
of both for all the tested levels of precision. This means that
the achieved improvement is due to the introduction of the
expansion features, and not only due to the identification
and usage of the entities.
We also see that the results achieved by the expanded
queries represent, in the worst case scenario (expanded query
3, P@20 - 0.362), the 71.41% of the upper bound results
(cycles of length 4, P@20 - 0.485). In average, this per-
centage is 85.86%, which means that the proposed query
expansion strategy is close to the results achieved by the
upper bound. Note that the results achieved by the upper
bound configurations are due to the search of cycles within
a controlled environment, which are the ground truth query
graphs created knowing a priori which were the valid docu-
ments for each user request. Now, we are blindly creating the
query graphs, traversing the whole Wikipedia graph with the
only information of the cycles characteristics, out of which
we have described the motifs. So, it is expected that the cre-
ated query graphs and the ground truth query graphs are
not equal. The former may lack some articles that existed
in the latter or it may have articles that did not appear.
In Figure 6 we show the percentual improvement of the
three expanded queries shown in Table 3 with respect to the
best result achieved by the input, the entities or the combi-
nation of both. An analysis of these configurations reveals
three different ranges, depending on the query expansion
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Figure 7: Percentual improvement of the query expansions selecting the entities manually expanded query (M) and automat-
ically expanded query (A) and also of the expansion features isolatedly.
configuration that achieves the best results. The first range
which includes the first five results, up to P@5, the second
range that goes from P@5 to P@100 and the third range
from P@100 to P@1000.
Range P@1-P@5: The three configurations achieve an im-
provement around the 80%. However, the one that achieves
the best results is the expanded query 1, whose query graph
is created only by means of triangular motifs. According to
our results, this configuration introduces 0,76 articles in the
query graph (and expansion features) per user request. This
means that this type of motif is very restrictive – given an
input node it is difficult to find other articles that are re-
lated to it through this type motif –, but very trustful. The
introduction of the expansion features via the triangular mo-
tifs allows the system to achieve an improvement of 83.87%.
However, since there are just a few expansion features, the
expanded query is not very different from the input issued
by the user, and the improvement decreases quickly as we
look at larger tops.
Range P@5-P@100: The best results are achieved by the
expanded query 2 and the improvement goes from 83.85%
to 34.22%. This configuration consists in creating the query
graphs using triangular and square motifs. The combination
of both types of motifs introduces in average 20.96 expan-
sion features per query. The introduction of the expansion
features that are obtained through the square motif, allow
the system to introduce expansion features that are not as
close to the original input but still related and useful for
larger tops. However, the fact that these expansion features
are combined with those introduced by the triangular mo-
tifs makes this configuration the best for this range in the
middle between very small tops (P@5) and larger ones (from
P@100 to P@1000).
Range P@100-P@1000: We observe that the configura-
tion that allows achieving the best results is the expanded
query 3 which allows an improvement from 27.99% to 33.30%.
This configuration introduces, in average, 20.48 expansion
features per query. The fact that these expansion features
are not so tied to the original input issued by the user en-
ables to retrieve documents that were not selected by the
other configurations.
To understand why the percentual improvement dimin-
ishes with the size of the analyzed top, we need to under-
stand that the average number of correct documents per
query is 68.8. Hence, it is difficult to keep improving when
the amount of retrieved documents is much larger than the
amount of actually valid documents.
4.2 System Evaluation
We now analyze the whole system including the entity
linker module. For that purpose, and according to the re-
sults previously shown, we will use the variation of the sys-
tem depicted in Figure 5. We have configured the system to
use the set of results obtained by the configurations previ-
ously discussed: expanded query 1, expanded query 2 and
expanded query 3 to build the list of results that are re-
turned to the user. Notice that, since the three expanded
queries are expressing the same user request but using differ-
ent expansion features, it is expected that the three sets of
results share many documents. As a consequence, in order
to obtain the best of each configuration, the ranges previ-
ously described have to be adjusted. Experimentally, we
have configured the system to build the final list of results
in a manner that the first 5 results come from expanded
query 1, then 30 results are included from expanded query
2, and the rest of the results, up to 1000, come from ex-
panded query 3.
In Figure 7 we show the percentual improvement for Image
CLEF, CHiC 2012 and CHiC 2013 over the best execution
without the expansion features –using only the input, only
using the entities (manually and automatically selected)
or using both the input and the entities–. More pre-
cisely, we show the percentual improvement executing the
expanded query, selecting manually the entities, expanded
query (M), and also selecting the entities automatically, as
described in Section 3, expanded query (A). We also show
the percentual improvement using only the expansion fea-
tures to retrieve the results. For the three datasets of Fig-
ure 7, we see that using the expansion features in an isolated
way is not useful to improve the precision of the system, but
diminishes the quality of the results. That supports the idea
of assembling the expanded query as described in Section 3
using i) the input issued by the users, ii) the entities and iii)
the expansion features. The input, even not being the best
way to express the real intention of the user, due to his/her
lack of knowledge and the vocabulary mismatch, is the only
query form in which we are sure that the system has not
introduced any error and hence, it helps to diminish errors
that could be introduced later in the process. Introducing
the entities, reinforce the input, removing all signs of ambi-
guity from the user intent. Finally, the expansion features
introduce concepts that are helpful to overcome the classical
problems of information retrieval.
Regarding the improvement achieved by SQE, which is
depicted as expanded query (M) and expanded query (A),
we observe that it is improving the results significantly. We
also observe that there are differences between selecting the
entities manually or automatically. The manual entity se-
lection is almost an upper bound of SQE because it iso-
lates the creation of the query graphs from errors that could
be introduced due to the entity linking module, as it is
shown in Table 2. Nonetheless, we observe that in the
worst case scenario (Image CLEF, P@5), the improvement
achieved by expanded query (A) represents 81.89% of the
result achieved by expanded query (M)2. As shown in Fig-
ure 7c, there is also a difference between the results achieved
by expanded query (M) and expanded query (A) for the
larger tops, while in small tops is imperceptible. It is dif-
ficult to explain why in Image CLEF and CHiC 2012 the
difference is noticeable in small tops, while in CHiC 2013 it
is noticeable in larger tops. The most simple explanation
is that since the set of requests are different, it is difficult
to expect the same behavior. Another reason may be that,
although similar efforts have been made to select manually
the entities, those of the CHiC 2013 dataset could not be as
precise as the ones in Image CLEF and CHiC 2012. Entity
linking is not the focus of this paper, however, improving the
current entity linking techniques used in our system would
improve the results, making it possible to achieve the results
of selecting manually the entities and the input nodes.
In Tables 4a, 4b and 4c, we show the precision achieved
in the three datasets. In particular, we show the results
achieved by our baselines, which are the input; the en-
tities selected manually (entities (M)) or automatically
(entities (A)); both the input and the entities (either man-
ually or automatically selected); and only the expansion
features. We also show the results achieved by the ex-
panded query, both selecting the entities manually expanded
query (M) and automatically expanded query (A). The re-
sults show that both expanded query (M) and expanded
query (A) present statistically significant improvements with
respect to the baselines for the three datasets (p < 0.05).
In Table 4a, we show that the combination of query graphs
allows achieving even better results than each of the con-
figurations independently in their best range, as shown in
Table 3. This supports our strategy of combining the re-
sults obtained by different expanded queries to improve the
quality of the results independently the amount of them.
Focusing only in expanded query (A) we also observe dif-
ferences among the results for the three datasets. At first
sight we could think that it performs better with Image
CLEF because the precision achieved with this dataset goes
from 0.380 (P@5) to 0.0029(P@1000), while for CHiC 2012
and 2013 it goes from 0.232 to 0.013 and from 0.304 to 0.017
respectively. We could also think this could be due to an
overfitting of SQE for Image CLEF, since it is the dataset
that has been used during the development of the system.
However, there are objective facts that explain this behav-
ior. First, the document collection of Image CLEF consists
of 237,434 documents, while the document collection of the
CHiC datasets has 1,107,176. This makes Image CLEF an
2This percentage can be calculated using the results shown
in Table 4a: (0.380/0.248)/(0.464/0.248).
P@5 P@10 P @15 P@20 P @30 P@100 P@200 P@500 P@1000
input 0.136 0.130 0.121 0.112 0.089 0.035 0.018 0.007 0.003
entities (M) 0.248 0.226 0.220 0.213 0.197 0.125 0.077 0.038 0.020
entities (A) 0.156 0.134 0.145 0.147 0.137 0.107 0.069 0.035 0.022
input +
entities (M)
0.244 0.220 0.213 0.210 0.195 0.127 0.081 0.040 0.021
input +
entities (A)
0.148 0.124 0.133 0.138 0.133 0.107 0.069 0.035 0.022
expansion
features
0.216 0.172 0.147 0.137 0.129 0.069 0.045 0.023 0.013
expanded
query (M)
0.464† 0.432† 0.393† 0.371† 0.313† 0.165† 0.102† 0.050† 0.027†
expanded
query (A)
0.380† 0.378† 0.347† 0.321† 0.286† 0.155† 0.100† 0.052† 0.029†
(a) Image CLEF results.
P@5 P@10 P @15 P@20 P @30 P@100 P@200 P@500 P@1000
input 0.148 0.100 0.084 0.077 0.074 0.034 0.018 0.007 0.004
entities (M) 0.156 0.118 0.108 0.101 0.093 0.042 0.023 0.010 0.005
entities (A) 0.100 0.072 0.067 0.061 0.053 0.021 0.011 0.007 0.004
input +
entities (M)
0.168 0.124 0.113 0.106 0.097 0.044 0.023 0.010 0.005
input +
entities (A)
0.116 0.086 0.076 0.068 0.057 0.022 0.012 0.007 0.004
expansion
features
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.011 0.010 0.006 0.005
expanded
query (M)
0.280† 0.230† 0.196† 0.169† 0.141† 0.067† 0.038† 0.020† 0.013†
expanded
query (A)
0.232† 0.206† 0.181† 0.168† 0.139† 0.061† 0.035† 0.019† 0.013†
(b) CHiC 2012 results.
P@5 P@10 P @15 P@20 P @30 P@100 P@200 P@500 P@1000
input 0.160 0.110 0.101 0.092 0.084 0.045 0.028 0.011 0.006
entities (M) 0.132 0.110 0.119 0.115 0.104 0.054 0.035 0.016 0.009
entities (A) 0.104 0.078 0.076 0.065 0.058 0.034 0.026 0.015 0.008
input +
entities (M)
0.132 0.110 0.119 0.119 0.110 0.056 0.036 0.017 0.009
input +
entities (A)
0.104 0.082 0.080 0.071 0.062 0.035 0.026 0.015 0.008
expansion
features
0.052 0.036 0.035 0.032 0.028 0.015 0.011 0.006 0.004
expanded
query (M)
0.308† 0.250† 0.224† 0.203† 0.176† 0.103† 0.062† 0.030 0.020†
expanded
query (A)
0.304† 0.250† 0.219† 0.202† 0.172† 0.090† 0.053† 0.026† 0.017†
(c) CHiC 2013 results.
Table 4: Comparison of the precision achieved in the
datasets. † indicates statistically significant improvement.
easier dataset. Moreover, Image CLEF has an average of
68.8 correct results per request, while CHiC 2012 and CHiC
2013 have 31.32 and 50.6 respectively. In addition, all the
requests in Image CLEF have at least 1 correct result, while
in CHiC 2012 there are 14 requests (out of 50) that do not
have any correct results and in CHiC 2013 there is 1 request
without any correct result. From an absolute value per-
spective, it is easier for the system to achieve good results
in terms of precision, when most of the requests have valid
results, and even easier if the number of results is higher.
Hence, Image CLEF is the one that achieves better results,
CHiC 2013 comes next and finally, CHiC 2102. Moreover,
although from an absolute value point of view (as show in
Table 4) it may appear that our system works better for
Image CLEF, from a relative point of view (as depicted in
Figure 7) we see that the percentual improvement for the
three datasets is equivalent, and even better for the CHiC
2013 dataset.
4.3 System Performance
We also evaluate the performance of SQE. Even though
it is not the main concern of this paper to address possible
bottlenecks that might prevent SQE to be applied in a prac-
tical context, we show that it incurs in a negligible overhead.
Note that we have not used any technique, such as indexing
or exploiting parallelism, to speed up the process.
Image Clef CHiC 2012 CHiC 2013
Running Query 974.74 8321.62 4917.32
Query Graph Expansion 3 52.42 105.94 69.18
Query Graph Expansion 2 94.12 178.20 119.84
Query Graph Expansion 1 47.06 74.02 51.80
Entity Linking 205.04 227.98 203.20
Total Time 1373.38 8907.76 5361.34
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Figure 8: Execution times in milliseconds.
In Figure 8, we show the average execution time per re-
quest for each of the three datasets that have been used in
this paper, assuming that the entities are selected automat-
ically (expanded query (A)). We divide the execution time
into three parts. The Entity Linking time, which is the
time that Dexter and Alchemy need to do the entity link-
ing. The query graph expansion time, which is depicted as
Query Graph Expansion 1, 2, 3 which corresponds to the
time spent creating the query graphs of the expanded query
1, 2, 3, previously described. And the Running Query time
which is the time spent running the query by the search en-
gine. According to the results, the average time to run a
request and to obtain the documents goes from 1373.38 ms.
(Image CLEF) to 8907.76 ms. (CHiC 2012) which is still
far from being considered “real time”. Nonetheless, notice
that the total query expansion time is negligible compared
with the whole process. In the worst case scenario, which
is the Image CLEF dataset, the expansion time represents
14% of the running time, while in the two other datasets this
only represents 4%. Moreover, this time would probably be
easily reduced by parallelizing the expansion process, which
would reduce the expansion process time to the maximum
of the expansions times, instead of the aggregation. That
could also be done for the running time. Regarding the dif-
ferences among the running time of the three datasets, it is
difficult for us to justify them or even explain them, because
the process is carried on by Indri. We do not blame in any
case Indri for the running query time, because it could be
probably reduced indexing the document collection in a bet-
ter way. However, we have detected, and it is expected to
happen, that the more expansion features introduced during
the query expansion, the longer it takes to solve the query.
According to our results the average number of expansion
features for the queries of Image CLEF, CHiC 2012 and
CHiC 2013 are 26.7, 46,06 and 33,52 respectively, which is
correlated with the time spent running the query.
4.4 Pseudo-Relevance Feedback benefits
We have implemented a query expansion technique that
is orthogonal to many other techniques, some of them re-
viewed in Section 5. As an example, we have combined
SQE with Pseudo-relevance feedback, another query expan-
sion approach. Pseudo-relevance feedback techniques con-
sist in assuming that the initial set of retrieved results are
P@5 GAIN P@10 GAIN P@15 GAIN P@20 GAIN P@30 GAIN
input 0.000 -100.00% 0.000 -100.00% 0.000 -100.00% 0.001 -99.11% 0.000 -99.22%
entities (A) 0.004 -97.44% 0.004 -97.01% 0.004 -97.25% 0.003 -97.96% 0.002 -98.54%
input +
entities (A)
0.004 -97.30% 0.002 -98.39% 0.003 -97.98% 0.003 -97.83% 0.003 -97.96%
expanded
query (A)
0.432 +13.68% 0.37 -2.12% 0.348 +0.39% 0.323 +0.62% 0.289 +1.15%
(a) Image CLEF results.
P@5 GAIN P@10 GAIN P@15 GAIN P@20 GAIN P@30 GAIN
input 0.000 -100.00% 0.002 -98.00% 0.0013 -98.45% 0.001 -98.70% 0.0007 -99.05%
entities (A) 0.000 -100.00% 0.008 -88.89% 0.0053 -92.05% 0.005 -91.80% 0.0047 -91.08%
input +
entities (A)
0.000 -100.00% 0.004 -95.35% 0.0027 -96.45% 0.002 -97.06% 0.0013 -97.73%
expanded
query (A)
0.244 5.17% 0.218 5.83% 0.1933 6.60% 0.173 2.98% 0.1447 3.85%
(b) CHiC 2012 results.
P@5 GAIN P@10 GAIN P@15 GAIN P@20 GAIN P@30 GAIN
input 0.000 -100.00% 0.004 -96.36% 0.004 -96.05% 0.003 -96.74% 0.0033 -96.07%
entities (A) 0.000 -100.00% 0.008 -89.74% 0.0067 -91.18% 0.008 -87.69% 0.0067 -88.45%
input +
entities (A)
0.004 -96.15% 0.006 -92.68% 0.0053 -93.38% 0.006 -91.55% 0.0053 -91.45%
expanded
query (A)
0.288 -5.26% 0.264 5.60% 0.2373 8.52% 0.22 8.91% 0.1933 12.39%
(c) CHiC 2013 results.
Table 5: Comparison of the precision achieved in the
datasets using pseudo-relevance feedback techniques.
good and, hence, they can be used as a source of reliable
expansion features. In Tables 5a, 5b and 5c we show the re-
sults achieved by combining the input, the entities (A),
and the expanded query (A) with pseudo-relevance feed-
back. We have used the implementation of pseudo-relevance
that is inbuilt in Indri and we have used the default config-
uration. For Image CLEF, we observe an important im-
provement for the precision of P@5, up to 13.68%, while the
rest of the improvements are not as remarkable. For the
CHiC datasets the improvement is more homogeneous for
most of the observed tops. Moreover, notice that pseudo-
relevance feedback techniques are not capable of improving
the results of non-expanded queries, on the contrary they
tend to diminish the quality of the results. We are not fa-
miliar with relevance feedback techniques nor their current
implementation in Indri, thus we have not tuned the build-
in pseudo-relevance feedback of Indri to better fit with our
way of expressing the expanded query, which would proba-
bly turn up in better results. Nonetheless, our results show
the potential of SQE in combination with other techniques.
5. RELATED WORK
Query expansion techniques can be classified into several
families depending on the methods used to obtain the ex-
pansion features: linguistic analysis [16], query specific [5],
query-log analysis [18], and external source of information
such as KB. We focus on the KBs family.
The classical use of KBs consists in analyzing semanti-
cally their corpus to identify relevant information for the
query that better describe the users request. Particularly,
Wikipedia has become a frequently used large corpus of in-
formation. For example, Egozi et al. [7] present an interest-
ing technique for query rewriting based on explicit seman-
tic analysis, where they postprocess queries obtained from
pseudo-relevance feedback using a KB. This technique de-
pends on the quality of the pseudo-relevance feedback expan-
sion, which is very poor in our document collection unless
we previously expand the query, as seen in Section 4. In [13],
the expansion features are extracted out of the most impor-
tant terms of the Wikipedia article and are calculated with
classical TF-IDF. The corpus is also used to derive search
support tools. For instance, in [12], Wikipedia is used to
build a map of concepts, then, user requests are mapped
onto those concepts, which make it easier for the search en-
gine to resolve them. In [9], the textual corpus of Wikipedia
is used to derive a Markov network to improve query expan-
sion. There is a family of techniques that consist in using the
anchor texts of the links of the KB to identify the expansion
features. In [8], the authors show that anchor texts are simi-
lar to real queries regarding to term distribution and length,
therefore they can be a source of expansion features. Also,
in [6], they are exploited to build a virtual query log, that
can be used to reformulate the queries. In [3], the authors
propose a query expansion method for blog recommenda-
tion. Their method is based on the analysis of links. The
anchor text of the most important twenty links is used to
expand the query which results in a significant improvement
in terms of precision. Such an approach could be used in our
work to rate the importance of the links, and then, include
the strength of connections in the motifs. In contrast to
previous works, in this paper we do not focus on analyzing
the content of the KB, or ranking the links among articles
using other techniques. We rely exclusively on the structure
of the KB. However, SQE could be combined with most of
the techniques that exploit the content of the KB.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we contribute in opening a new research di-
rection in the field of query expansion. We have proposed
SQE as a query expansion technique that relies on the un-
derlying network structures of KBs, which, to the best of
our knowledge, have been barely exploited so far. From the
analysis of a KB structure we have defined a set of structural
motifs which allow relating their tightly linked entries.
Given a user request, which is the input of the system,
usually represented as a set of keywords, SQE identifies its
entities and links them with the corresponding nodes of the
KB, which we have named input nodes. Then, only from the
structural motifs and with no need of semantic analysis, SQE
relates the input nodes with a set of semantically connected
entries, out of which the expansion features are extracted.
There are many expansion techniques, which differ in the
way they identify the expansion features. Some of those
techniques use query logs to rewrite the queries, based on
previous users behavior, others apply complex semantic anal-
ysis, so the system can understand the real intent of the
user. There are many others that are not cited to synthe-
size. SQE does not expect to substitute them, we propose it
as a query expansion method that relies on handy external
KBs for those systems that lack the resource to apply other
techniques, but also that, due to its orthogonality, can be
combined with those in a search system.
Even though it is not the main concern of this paper to
address possible bottlenecks that might prevent SQE to be
applied in a practical context, we show that it incurs in
a negligible overhead. Moreover, using performance tech-
niques such as indexing the motifs, or using parallel tech-
niques would speed up the process. Performance is some-
thing that we want to look at in our future research.
In the particular case of this paper we have used Wikipedia
as our test KB. From the analysis of Wikipedia we have
defined 2 different types of motifs that we called triangu-
lar motif and square motif. To evaluate SQE we have used
three different datasets, Image CLEF, CHiC 2012 and CHiC
2013. The first collection is used during the development
of the system, while the CHiC collections are used exclu-
sively for the experiments. The results achieved by SQE are
consistent for the three datasets ensuring that SQE is not
overfitted for a particular one. From the results, we see that
the triangular motif is useful to improve the results of small
tops up to 83.87%, a combination of the triangular and the
square motifs improve the result in between small and large
tops up to 33.30%, while using the square motif exclusively
improves the results of large tops up to 83.85%. Also, we
have presented a way of combining several query graphs to
improve the most no matter the top to be optimized.
In this paper we have shown the potential of using ex-
clusively the structural properties of KB to identify tightly
linked entries that are close semantically, with no need of
using semantic analysis. We have succeed in identifying the
proper motifs for Wikipedia, however there are many KBs
and probably each has its own relevant structures. We need
to expand our understanding of KBs, and study what other
motifs may be relevant for other KBs besides Wikipedia.
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